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ABSTRACT

Online is the need of the new century as it is found at, it will create enthusiasm among students to learn new. Being the

learner they can develop more concentration due to online teaching methodology.

By rote learning sometimes create boring and passive listeners. This online system of learning has created the

educated as well as illiterate also focused towards learning. As many new ideologies got lighted towards online.
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INTRODUCTION

Small kids created new invention without engineering degrees and some illiterate people has enhance their knowledge with

using so any methodology by online skills .Some working people who are unable to join regular schools has been regular

by going through online studies according to their comfort zone joining studies and continue with their schooling.

There are so any facilities like many academy providing teaching materials, Olab where students can perform any

practical’s, math apps are there through which students can do practical problems, do calculation by using online

protectors, dividers etc .

With accuracy and it also create interest among students with with they can even do many examples that

previously was little burden of homework was their now that part also becomes easy for them.

World has also made shrink for the as these can go through geography studies by learning through Gap and Google

Earth with exact calculation of latitude and longitude which was little hard for the students to know and learn deeply about

location of the place now it’s so easy for the students and its so exciting to move to any location with simple figure.

Some ties is the tutor is absent for the long live so in Physical Education can be hampered for the students but

now when the tutor can provide his lecture by recording .It’s very comfortable for the students to go through the topic by

listening whenever they are free. So there is no time bounding for the learner.

Attraction toward Online Learning

There are so many  educational commercial websites which are providing educations , training courses to the students like

Byjus academy etc. by which no need to go physical coaching classes to learn in deep it saves time too students .
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By learning through face to face with the teachers and even clearing your doubts by sitting at home as well as

payment can be done through online only.

They are not required to seat for long period of time they can seat with small duration and can join through mobile

even while travelling and learn in deeper about the topic that are missed out during physical schools .

Such method can even remove the burden on environment by saving petrol, paper and pollution like sound and air.

Doing practicals by teachers in physical school sometimes forgotten by the students online can synthesis the

method step wise that can be recall whenever required .

So many educators thinks that such methodology so very attractive and very good support for all the learners

As in the pandemic period when all the doors were closed to take the life of students to keep learning comes only

online methodology .But is it 100% successful or yet we should prefer physical education too we need to find answer for

this question .But any system came to focus through the covid -19 period .

We cannot stop education that became the big questions in the pandemic time. So how to make learning the

continuous process . We cannot move to school nor colleges, not even for the trainers. So what to do,

We only moved our focus towards the online method the most comfortable. Google class room turned  towards

the new boon for the students as any educational institution has adopted in that time and today too .It’s very comfortable

for the to upload recording and checking assignments etc.

As now soon in future government has also applied this method to create conference and applying this method for

finding new project to be uploaded in the future.

Comfort in Online Learning

To save your confidential document there are so any apps online that can track to it and. It is so effective for the learners to

go through the connection towards the world. Most creative way of getting success mobile, tablets, Computer we don’t

need to teach with separate classes as through online basic all children have learn easily.

So any companies are running their conference through online method as it saves their time too and it become

economic for them.

We find the conclusion effectives that theoretically with practically that are interested towards motivating by

online methodology .It’s very beneficial and its so significant insights and it’s very creative and so positive approach

towards learning .The introduction and system of learning through computer is just as futuristic approach of students

towards learning.

Now learning as well as getting degree and certificates by online training also motivated students. Focused them towards

positive thoughts and creates new road to get success. Our students are no more restricted to traditional methods  but also

towards new innovation for the future .

CONCLUSION

Students are benefited with part time methodology too, they are keen towards doing job and learning that can be possible

with online learning .many companies providing loans for continuing their education as well as their job .This way students
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can add on their certification in their courses. Doctors and  Engineers to in pandemic time benefited through their online

trainings and practical’s .most important is that students do not required to invest money on accommodation ,they can save

their money .So it is truly said “life is ongoing learning”

As per the Case Study in India -Some research shows that on average, students retain 25-60% more material when

learning online compared to only 8-10% in a classroom.

Few students are situated in a particular geographic location gets warrant an on-site instructor especially rural

students, students in especialized courses. In contrast, online enhancement activities that produce learning outcomes that

are only equivalent to that also resulting from face-to-face instruction alone would be considered a waste of time and

money because the addition does not improve student outcomes






